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(F) The reaping number A subset X of nonzero elements of a BA A is weakly dense if for every a e-A there is an x E X such that x < a or x < -a. Let r(A) = min{IXI: X is weakly dense in A}. This function has been extensively studied in the general context of Boolean algebras. See, for example, Balcar and Simon [1992] , Peterson [1998] , Bozeman [1991] , Monk [1996] .
The following simple result about weakly dense sets should be noted. PROPOSITION (i) If A has at least four elements and has an atom a, then {a} is a maximal independent set and so i(A) = 1.
(ii) If A is atomless, then every maximal independent subset of A is infinite.
PROOF. (i) is obvious.
For (ii), it suffices to show that if X is a finite nonempty independent set in A, then X is not maximal. In fact, for each atom a of (X) let Ya be such that 0 < Ya < a. Then set x = Z{Ya: a an atom of (X)}. Clearly X U {x} is independent. a (H) Ultrafilter number For any Boolean algebra A, u(A) -min{fXI: X generates some nonprincipal ultrafilter on A}.
?2. The algebra ,(co)/fin. The original versions of these functions are obtained by taking r, = co, or by taking the Boolean algebra to be (co)/fin. In this section we survey the relationships between the functions in this case. It is enlightening to introduce in this regard two further functions, whose generalizations to Boolean algebras are not immediate. (I) The boundedness number. Let n be an infinite cardinal. For f, g e 'n we define f <? giff I{fa < r f (a) > g(a)}I < r. Then we define = min{IXI: X C /n is unbounded under <,}. PROOF. We define elements at of A for each t C Ua<," 2 by recursion on a. For a = 0 and t C a2 we have t = 0; we set ao = 1. If at has been defined for t C a 2, split at into two nonzero disjoint elements at-(o) and at-(,). If a is a limit ordinal <? , at has been defined for all t C U,<, #2, and s E a 2, let as be a nonzero element ? asp for all /3 < a. Clearly all of the elements at for t C '2 are nonzero and pairwise disjoint, as desired. In the next example and several others below, we use the interval algebra construction. Officially, according to Koppelberg [1989] , this construction applies only to linear orders with a first element. When we mention linear orders without first element, we have in mind adjoining, a new first element, which will usually be denoted by -oo. (ii) t(A) co. PROOF. Clearly there is a denumerable partition of unity, and this gives rise to a tower of size co.
We now recall the important construction of a complete BA starting with a partially ordered set P. For each p E P let &p = {q E P q < p}. These sets form a base for a topology on P, and we can consider the regular open algebra under this topology. To prove this we need two lemmas which may be of independent interest. Here we use the notation (X~fi for the filter generated by X, and (X)id for the ideal generated by X. LEMMA 22. Suppose that A is a BA having a tower (ace a < w1) such that [ j (A) is singular. Let (P, : a < i,) be a system of partitions of unity of A with no common refinement. We may assume that Pp refines Pc, if a < /3. Let (i:: 4 < cfs,) be an increasing system of infinite cardinals with supremum i,. Then (PA,: 4 < cfs,) has a common refinement; but clearly it is also a common refinement of (P, : a < az), contradiction. R ( Then ma < Ua < na < w for all ar. Choose r, s so that ua < r < s < na for all ar; they exist sin L is an 52-set. Then It is straightforward to check this fact, by showing that the collection of indicated elements is closed under n and -. We call x of type 1 or 2 depending on whether the first or the second possibility given in the fact is true. For x = F U ( U G\H) we may assume that H C UG andF nUG = 0. For x = F U (cwi\(UG U H)) we may assume that H nU G =0 and F C U G.
ii) t(Ai) < t(A). (iii) a(-A) < a(A). (iv) There is an atomless BA A in which each inequality in (i)-(iii
(1) If F1 U (U G1\Hj) C F2 U (U G2\H2) with the above assumptions, then G, C G2.
In fact, suppose that z c G1\G2. Choose a E z\(H1 U F2). Then a E F1 U (UG,\HI) buta V F2U (UG2\H2).
(2) If Fi U (awi \ (U G, U HI)) C F2 U (awi \ (U G2 U H2)), then G2 C G. For, suppose that G2 9 G1; choose z E G2\G1. Then choose a E z\(Hi U F2).
Thus a E F1 U (w1\(U G, U HI)) but a V F2 U (woi\( U G2 U H2)). Let /3 = supi~c, ai. Thus /3 < is since cfs > co. By an argument above, there are c, G such that [ap, c)\G E 9. Now if < A, then {xcfl(5} 0 x 8 0 for some x E 9. The element x cannot have the form [as, c)\G, so x is a finite set of x,1,,'s. Since 9 I < A, not all x,,, 's are in U 9, contradiction. This shows that a(A) = A.
Now suppose that S weakly splits
Note that {[aa, oo) : a < t'} is a tower. Suppose that (yc: a < pu) is strictly increasing with sum 1, and co < ju < s with ji regular; we want to get a contradiction. Write with obvious assumptions. If do"f1 -I io for all a < ju, say dc1 a, for all a < ju. Hence, since ji < i and is is regular, there is an q < s such that da < q for all a < ju. Then {aj ,< y, = 0, contradiction. So wlog dcnj1 = 0o for all a <u. Next we claim that if a < < ju, then cc"" > cl The author wishes to thank the referee, who found numerous typographical and minor mathematical errors, and found serious mistakes in proposed examples of an atomless interval algebra A such that a(A) < t(A), and of an atomless interval algebra A such that rj(A) < a(A).
